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Abstract
This research investigates the problem of creating a system for interactive digital visual
feedback of articulator kinematics measures for speech rehabilitation. Recent technology
provides precise non-line-of-sight positional tracking of small sensors which affords ex-
ploration into the motion of articulators such as the tongue. By utilizing recent game
development technology, articulation kinematics can be visualized in realtime. Using
these technologies the basis for an interactive rehabilitation system is formed. The sys-
tem is posed as both a research apparatus and a potential clinical rehabilitation delivery
system. As such, this system provides an extensible software and design architecture for
the creation of interactive feedback visualizations and kinematic speech metrics as well as
a clinical research front end for the creation and delivery of speech motor rehabilitation
protocols.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis describes the development of a computer-based speech therapy system (CBST)
for augmented kinematic visual feedback. This pilot CBST system is deployed as a speech
research tool in a rehabilitation research context. The driving motivation here is the
need to examine the effects of interesting visualized feedback in the field of speech motor
rehabilitation therapy. This approach is prompted by speech and motor rehabilitation
practices, a field that is now in the initial stages of moving towards the visualization
and gamification of therapy processes. Researchers in this field require a system that
affords the principles of motor learning, the practices of speech therapy, and the artistry
and interaction of digital visualization, while providing the underlying computational
requirements of a digitally driven framework.
The development of such a system should be a needs driven design task prompted
by user, data, and hardware requirements. These requirements must be derived from
a user-centric process of development, and lead towards an architecture for hardware
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that delivers data requirements and for software that affords required functionalities and
extensibility in the face of iterative and incremental processes of research. Thus, the
research question examined by this thesis is as follows: What are the underlying archi-
tectural and computational requirements of a CBST for delivering augmented kinematic
visual feedback?
1.1 Computational speech rehabilitation
Speech rehabilitation therapy encompasses a wide range of services provided by Speech-
Language Pathologists (SLP) to optimize communication and swallowing in an effort
increase an individual’s quality of life (Bankson et al. 2002). Current clinical practices
in speech intervention and rehabilitation rely on a wide range of techniques, highly de-
pendent on the conditions being treated. For instance, evaluation of intelligibility and/or
progress may be based on the SLP’s auditory and visual perceptions of the client’s speech,
automated audio analysis, or family reported and self-reported improvements in commu-
nication. Other “low-tech” visual methods, such as the use of mirrors may be incorpo-
rated into clinical and at-home practice methods to increase efficacy or ease of treatment.
State-of-the art technologies in speech research are now taking advantage of 3D elec-
tromagnetic articulography (EMA). EMA is a recently developed sensor technology that
gathers large volumes of real-time data about the movement of the tongue and other artic-
ulators. Without such sensor technologies, these movements can not be easily studied, as
most of the articulators are hidden from view and entail millisecond-duration movements.
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EMA represents a leap forward in information accessibility over earlier technologies that
have been employed by speech scientists, such as x-ray micro-beam, in terms of logistic
feasibility—specifically cost and the need for highly specialized expertise, staff and in-
frastructure. Thus, for speech rehabilitation, the application of new technologies such as
EMA presents a major step forward in clinical practice. To harness and take advantage of
these technologies in the clinical setting, frameworks and systems must be put into place
which afford the study of speech kinematics in the context of new clinical practices, and
efficacy of treatment. These systems would provide the means to empirically evaluate
new directions in motor speech rehabilitation, which is especially important in the case of
neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson’s and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS),
that have known speech motor symptoms.
1.2 Visual feedback
Visual information plays an important role in speech development, perception, and intel-
ligibility (Grant and Seitz 2000, Kuhl and Meltzoff 1982, McGurk and MacDonald 1976).
Enhancing visual information might benefit individuals with proprioceptive and tactile
deficit symptoms of neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson’s disease (PD) (March-
ese et al. 2000, Seiss et al. 2003). Since clinicians believe visualizations are important and
provide a more motivating and memorable learning experience, we seek to drive visual
feedback with EMA technologies. The primary motivation of this thesis is providing a
system which affords the further study of this approach to speech motor rehabilitation.
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The Vocal Tract Visualization (VTV) project, of which the system presented here
is a subset of, is aimed at creating new clinical practices for speech interventions. The
short-term objectives of this project are to describe the methodologies, architecture, and
processes of the aforementioned system. The long term goal of the project is to devise
novel empirically validated clinical speech rehabilitation practices that utilize state-of-
the-art tracking and visual feedback technologies. In particular, this project is positioned
at the intersection of many fields of study, namely speech-language pathology, human-
computer interaction, computer graphics, computational linguistics, and computational
geometry. As such, the research is driven by various intertwining goals: empirical speech
research, user experience, rehabilitation practice, efficacy, and discovery.
1.3 Thesis objectives
This research project seeks to develop and to evaluate the steps taken in generating a
preliminary system which affords the study and delivery of kinematic visual feedback for
speech rehabilitation. In this thesis, I will describe the development of such a system, its
software and hardware architecture, and underlying computational processes. The first
aim is to break down the design of the system in a top-down approach from a set of design
parameters and user needs. Careful needs analysis exposes a requirement for extensibility
in the overall software architecture and flexibility in the front end which is addressed
throughout. The second aim is to describe the necessary steps to making such a system
evolve into a working tool mapping from architecture to computational processes. The
4
data control paradigm developed and applied in the context of filtering and metrics that
make the system perform in production environments spanning the research and clinical.
The final objective is to validate the system. This entails the design and computational
processes of a data analysis suite defined by prior speech research and the needs of an
active SLP research lab. This data processing and analysis pipeline consists of a series
of computational processes that clean and measure data derived from an EMA system.
This suite is then used as validation of the second aim, presenting both as the offline
and online processes for kinematic speech data respectively and the convergence of their
outputs as a measure of success.
1.4 Thesis overview
Chapter 1 is the introduction, expressing the need for evolving the current clinical speech
practices with the latest speech research technologies, and rehabilitation practices. The
need, and challenges therein, for a system to conduct such preliminary investigations into
augmented kinematic visual speech feedback is expressed. The objectives of the thesis
are introduced as a response to the preliminary needs of a long term project.
Chapter 2 is the literature review and theoretical background pertaining to motor
learning practices, visual feedback and gamification of rehabilitation practices. This re-
view supports the need, approach, and delivery of the system described in the thesis.
Chapter 3 describes the design space, development process, requirements, and evalua-
tion strategies. These first steps and specifications are set in the context of the challenges
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of an interdisciplinary project with numerous interacting goals. The Agile development
methodology is described in response to these challenges, as well as the need for empir-
ical evaluation of the system’s modules in relation to background speech science, user
experience, and compliance to stakeholder specifications.
Chapter 4 describes the hardware components, system architecture, software subsys-
tems in detail. These architectures are explored in the context of requirements set out in
Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 describes the online data process that produces accurate data driven vi-
sualization. These processes are the real-time filtering and transformations required to
isolate articulator kinematics. An experimental method for producing absolute articu-
lator motions in an arbitrary game space and its foundation in basic speech research is
described.
Chapter 6 describes the offline data process for cleaning kinematic speech data and
producing experimental measures for research. This process is developed in the framework
of both carrying out research and as a ground truth for system validation presented in
Chapter 7.
Chapter 7 describes the validation of the system in the framework of the requirements
set out in Chapter 3. Two validation studies are described and there results detailed. The
completion of tasks and status of ongoing tasks with respect to validation of the system
as a whole are discussed.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis reviewing the body of work, contributions, and outputs
6
of the research project. Future work regarding the overarching research project and the
system is considered and discussed.
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Chapter 2
Background and literature review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes the research literature relevant to the objectives of this thesis. In
particular, this review addresses the following question, what is needed in a computational
system which affords the study and delivery of kinematic visual feedback for speech
rehabilitation?
There is a large body of results in speech science research literature pertaining to the
focuses of this thesis. This review will delineate this body of work addressing a number
of pertinent questions. These questions are: what evidence exists that visualization of
the speech sound articulator can lead to improvements in speech? what are the clinical
techniques for bringing about improvements to speech? how are these improvements
actually accomplished? what is the retention of this learning?
This thesis focuses on the application of a certain mode of speech rehabilitation in
a general software and hardware framework. As such, this literature review will high-
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light the pertinent results from speech and motor rehabilitation science, which serve
as the bases for the key design decisions that will underlie the software and hardware
framework developed in subsequent chapters. The structure of the literature review is as
follows the: principles of motor rehabilitation 2.2.1; the use of EMA as a step towards
information accessibility 2.2.4; application of EMA in motor speech rehabilitation 2.2.4.1;
derivation of intervention targets given background speech science and EMA afforded in-
formation 2.2.4.2; a look at speaker variation in terms of targets 2.2.4.3; and motivational
and guiding work in the gamification of motor rehabilitation 2.3.
2.2 Application domain
In speech rehabilitation, clinical goals are typically derived from modifiable speech pa-
rameters which lead to increases in intelligibility. With the inclusion of EMA as a mode
of data acquisition, speech rehabilitation is afforded the view of kinematics, or motor
movement outputs, of hidden articulators, such as the tongue. This is a massive leap
in accessibility of information regarding these articulators and has led to the expanded
exploration of kinematic speech parameters. Furthermore, this has naturally led to the
exploration of augmented kinematic feedback of articulators.
2.2.1 Overview of motor speech therapy
The clinical speech rehabilitation field aims to produce therapeutic outcomes. In partic-
ular, the primary desired outcome of speech rehabilitation is intelligibility. This outcome
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is typically achieved through the modification of speech parameters. Speech parameters
may be acoustic in nature such as volume or pitch, or kinematic in nature such as ar-
ticulator speed or position. These articulators include the passive such as alveolar ridge,
teeth, and hard palate or the active, which move relative to the passive, such as the
tongue and lower lip (see Figure 2.1).
Methods for eliciting therapeutic outcomes in terms of speech parameters can be
complex. Outcomes are predicated upon the successful positive modification of motor
parameters and the sustainability of those parameters in the face of the motivation and
engagement of the client. Thus, speech motor learning draws upon many general mo-
tor learning principles to build towards successful speech motor rehabilitation protocols.
These motor learning principles are reviewed here.
Augmented feedback is supplemental information to a person’s sensory feedback, such
as sight or proprioception (Schmidt and Lee 2011). Feedback in motor learning practice
has been divided in the literature into two categories, knowledge or results (KR) and
knowledge of performance (KP). Both KP and KR are subsets of augmented feedback.
This approach has found success in conditions where visualizations or supplemental infor-
mation takes the place of a lack of information, such a hearing in deaf children or motor
rehabilitation of hidden articulators.
With KP, feedback is supplied on the patterning and quality of the motor action in
progress, or kinematics (Gentile 1972). Historically, this is delivered verbally via coaching
during the performance of the motor action, e.g., feedback on the motion such as speed
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of repetition or range of motion.
With KR, feedback is supplied on the parameters of the performance relating to the
outcome (Salmoni et al. 1984). Historically, this is delivered via coaching on the result of
the movement, e.g. feedback on a measure of the performance such as distance from the
goal or time elapsed during the action. The benefit of KR comes with the inherit goal
reaching and setting feedback (i.e. attaining goals and setting new ones), and has been
known in motor learning for some time (Locke et al. 1968).
The benefit of augmented feedback in motor learning has been demonstrated repeat-
edly, however numerous studies have shown that control over feedback parameters such
as frequency of the feedback delivered, bandwidth of threshold for providing feedback,
and delay in feedback delivery has clear impact on the results of learning and must be
taken into account (Winstein 1991). In particular, it has been shown that reducing the
frequency of KR feedback improves retention (Winstein and Schmidt 1990). Furthermore,
too frequent augmented feedback may even reduce learning or produce maladaptive be-
haviours or dependencies on feedback (Schmidt 1991). Reduction in feedback has also
shown efficacious in speech motor learning (Hula et al. 2008). To measure the effects of
KR feedback without confounding learning with performance it is necessary to provide
no-KR retention and transferability design (Schmidt and Lee 2011).
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Figure 2.1: Cross-sectional overview of the active and passive articulators. 1. Exo-labial
(outer part of lip), 2. Endo-labial (inner part of lip), 3. Dental (teeth), 4. Alveolar (front
part of alveolar ridge), 5. Post-alveolar (rear part of alveolar ridge & slightly behind it),
6. Pre-palatal (front part of hard palate that arches upward), 7. Palatal (hard palate), 8.
Velar (soft palate), 9. Uvular (or Post-velar; uvula), 10. Pharyngeal (pharyngeal wall),
11. Glottal (or Laryngeal; vocal folds), 12. Epiglottal (epiglottis), 13. Radical (tongue
root), 14. Postero-dorsal (back of tongue body), 15. Antero-dorsal (front of tongue body),
16. Laminal (tongue blade), 17. Apical (apex or tongue tip), 18. Sub-laminal (underside
of tongue) (Catford 1977). Image:Ishwar/Rohieb / CC BY-SA 3.0 - sagittal section image
based on (Minifie et al. 1973).
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2.2.2 Computer-based speech therapy
Computer-Based Speech Therapy (CBST) systems aim to provide therapeutic outcomes
through computationally-based means, typically via automatic signal acquisition, anal-
ysis, and feedback design. Thus, CBST can provide a computational means to deliver
speech therapy protocols and feedback in the framework of motor learning. To align
with the motor learning literature, we distinguish between product-oriented and process-
oriented approaches. Methods that focus on the final output of speech (i.e., the resultant
sound) are said to be product-oriented, whereas methods that focus on the actions or
motor programs associated with the production of speech are process-oriented (Povel and
Arends 1991). Process-oriented CBST systems focus on articulators, deriving visualiza-
tions about some parameter of articulation during speech production.
2.2.3 Acoustic-based feedback
Product-oriented CBST systems focus on the final output of speech and, thus, depend on
high-quality acoustic data acquisition. Historically, CBST systems tended to be product-
oriented as opposed to process-oriented, since acoustic information is readily available at
low cost. In both cases, the CBST systems are intended to provide visual feedback on
some goal or target of the rehabilitation practice. These may be either speaker dependent
or independent, providing goals which are individually defined or normalized respectively.
In some cases these goals or targets are abstract and/or gamified, in the sense that they
afford increasing difficulty, awards, and exploration of the feedback. In this section we
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provide a number of examples of both types of systems, their feedback, and means of goal
setting.
2.2.4 EMA-based feedback
Electromagnetic Articulography (EMA) is a sensor tracking technology based on the prin-
ciples of electromagnetic induction, wherein induction coils induce current in the sensors.
It provides a powerful alternative to tracking articulators that reduces exposure to harm-
ful ionizing radiation such as in x-ray techniques (Westbury et al. 1990). The creation
of EMA stems from a long history of needs to accurately track articulators, such as the
jaw (Hixon 1971). Early methods for tracking hidden articulators were primarily limited
to two-dimensional (2D) data outputs, and the devices required significant calibration
and attention to detail (Perkell et al. 1992, Scho¨nle et al. 1987). Later methods afforded
full three-dimensional (3D) tracking of position and rotation (Kaburagi et al. 2005, Zierdt
1993). Methods and principles of measurement such as these led to commercially avail-
able speech research products, such as the Carsten ag (Carstens Medizinelektronik GmbH,
Bovenden) line and the Wave Speech Research (NDI, Waterloo) systems. These commer-
cial systems have been tested for their accuracy and shown adequate in the application of
speech science (Berry 2011, Kroos 2008, Yunusova et al. 2009). Current commercial sys-
tems such as the Wave Speech Research System produce audio aligned and timestamped
six-dimensional (6D) kinematic data, covering full positional and rotational data within
their generator fields.
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The need to track articulators, especially the tongue, comes with certain constraints
and measurement effects. The design of flesh point, or point parametrized, tracking
systems such as EMA requires that a sensor be placed at the point where data is to be
collected. In practice, this means that sensors are fixed directly to the articulator, and as
such may introduce reductions in intelligibility or alter articulator kinematics (Katz 2006).
Furthermore, sensor placements may be consider uncomfortable, and must be taken into
account. In particular, placement of a tongue sensor has been found uncomfortable if
nearer than 1cm to the tip of the tongue (Hoole and Nguyen 1999, Perkell et al. 1992).
The field based nature of these types of systems also introduces a need to account for
spurious head motions, whether the head is free to move or not (Perkell et al. 1992,
Westbury et al. 1990)
2.2.4.1 Visual speech therapy
Visual speech therapy is a form of augmented feedback in which successful production of
speech parameters are displayed rather than coached. There is a rich body of literature
regarding the use of visual speech therapy in deaf children, in which visuals help reinforce
feedback with respect to hearing (O¨ster 2006).
In the case of speech disorders such as aphasia, apraxia, or dysarthria, which can cause
articulation errors, EMA affords visual augmentation of proprioception during articulator
movements. The literature describes efficacious application of EMA-provided feedback
in visual speech therapy for motor speech disorders (Katz and McNeil 2010). This work
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supports the direction of EMA supplied augmented feedback in the framework of prior
motor learning principles, including combined KP ad KR in reduced feedback frequencies.
In particular, it has been shown that EMA supplied augmented feedback may lead to a
improvement of accuracy, or articulation placement, in speakers with apraxia of speech
(AOS) and aphasia, specifically Broca’s aphasia (Katz et al. 1999, 2007).
2.2.4.2 Speech intervention targets
Rehabilitation goals must first be defined on the basis of the nature of the speech ‘signal’
and then through production parameters that can be modified via motor learning. The
selection of these rehabilitation goals with respect to their measurement should also be
theoretically motivated and empirically validated.
Empirical evidence shows that somatosensory information is principal to speech pro-
duction (Tremblay et al. 2003). Furthermore, this information is principal to speech
movement precision (Nasir and Ostry 2006). Successful target production can be de-
rived from absolute movement precision or relative measures. These goals may relate
to anatomically spatial targets. It has been shown such that spatially derived measures
may need anatomically based coordinate systems (Westbury 1994). On the other hand,
studies have shown that some lingual consonants have distinct hard palate contact re-
gions (Yunusova et al. 2012).
The current state of the literature on augmented kinematic visual feedback provides
insight on clinician derived motor targets for EMA produced feedback. These augmented
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kinematics are based on head corrected articulator positions. That is, current speech
intervention targets delivered via EMA feedback are mainly positional in nature. In the
training of the Japanese flap, a consonant sound produced by alveolar tap, the target con-
tact point was defined as a region near the alveolar ridge. By eliciting speech kinematics
which are produced by making contact with the alveolar ridge, the nearby posterior tar-
get was found. A participant repeatedly aimed for this positional target region using an
EMA sensor position feedback screen and an experimenter marked target region during
repetitions of the speech stimuli (Levitt and Katz 2010). In the treatment of apraxia of
speech using EMA feedback, a target region was also defined by experimenter positioning.
The region was fixed in size and based on the placement of the tongue tip for a given
speech motor target after several baseline recordings of correct responses. During feed-
back trials the participant was shown the the EMA sensor position and the target region
prompting the participant to guide their tongue to the place of articulation (Katz et al.
2010). A system has been engineered for delivering these types of investigator defined
positional target regions in EMA supplied feedback called OptiSpeech (Katz et al. 2014).
This system defines the target region as a fixed dimension sphere hand positioned at the
alveolar place-of-articulation for English consonants. In this system the feedback is a
virtual tongue model and the goal is to enter the target region with the tongue sensor
point.
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2.2.4.3 Speech variation
Interspeaker variability may be an inherit issue in the design and operationalization of
kinematic motor speech intervention targets since individuals may adopt new lingual artic-
ulation patterns to overcome the affects of palate morphology on speech acoustics (Lam-
mert et al. 2013). The definition of a kinematic goal for one speaker may not generalize
to other speakers. In fact, speakers may produce entirely different gestural targets and
global kinematics (Johnson et al. 1993, Westbury et al. 1998). This variability could arise
from a number of conditions including disease, emotional, or morphological differences.
This is in contrast to intraspeasker variability which in turn may present difficulties in
goal setting during the continued treatment of an individual. It is important to note
that many studies focusing on interspeaker variability draw from small populations and
in many cases are two speaker comparisons.
At the macro level, speakers may produce different articulatory kinematics because of
the type and expressive power of emotional states (Kim et al. 2011, Lee et al. 2005). Since
speakers may enter a treatment session and react to clinical environments or approach
the process of speech therapy differently, this may produce variability in articulatory
kinematics across speakers. This points to potential intraspeaker differences as well,
which may arise as a difference in emotional state at the time of treatment.
A body of research has shown that anatomical features, especially hard palate mor-
phology, play a significant role in motor control strategies and result in different artic-
ulator kinematics. A biomechanical tongue model for studying interspeaker variability
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was constructed (Winkler et al. 2011). These speaker-specific models, constructed as Fi-
nite Element Meshes (FEM), provide a means of studying motor control and articulatory
variability. The study showed that individual articulatory strategies may relate to vocal
tract morphology. An EMA and EPG based study of German alveolar obstruents related
speaker-specific palatal contact points and general tongue positioning to differences in
palate shape (Fuchs et al. 2006). The positional targets of consonant stops for english
speakers has also shown a high degree of variability attributable, in part, to hard palate
morphology (Rudy and Yunusova 2013, Yunusova et al. 2012).
2.3 Gamification of motor rehabilitation
Digital games can be described as goal driven interactive visualizations that embed
artistry, desire, compulsion, and narrative into a user driven framework. They can pro-
vide abstract feedback on skill performance and deliver engaging narrative and visuals.
The effect of games on learning, in many realms is a well known and active field of re-
search. There is strong evidence for the use of games in rehabilitation practices (Lohse
et al. 2013). Here the focus is on motor rehabilitation practices and their gamification,
or the use of game design elements in non-game contexts (Deterding et al. 2011).
Examining and developing design processes for motor rehabilitation games has been
identified as an important step in the following literature. The development of two
childhood gait rehabilitation games, Gabriello v1.0 and v2.0, were documented as a means
of supporting explorative design in this domain (Martin et al. 2014). The authors identify
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a need to measure emotional response and physiological effort when designing motor
exercise games. The iStoppFalls exergames was used to generate design principles and
directions towards engaging user driven digital game aesthetics (Marston et al. 2014).
Gamification is not a simple process and there is a clear need for careful, user-driven
design processes. Increasing engagement and enjoyment of a system is of particular im-
portance. A series of multi-modal games for stroke rehabilitation were surveyed, which
showed that various incremental design changes involving the feedback and challenges
present in a “serious game” impact user engagement and enjoyment (Shah et al. 2014).
These changes included increasing graphical fidelity, and making goals clearer and eas-
ier. It has been shown that feedback fidelity impacts engagement for older adults as
well (Smeddinck et al. 2013). It is clear that, in gamifying rehabilitation processes, design
which engages the user is important both for clinical outcomes and the user. Specifically,
feedback fidelity, awards, and meaningful, clear goals appear to impact engagement and
enjoyment of any gamified rehabilitation process.
2.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented a strategic review of the background theory and literature involved
in the generation of a CBST for augmented kinematic visual feedback. Motor learning
theory and application is reviewed and provides background on the need for control of
feedback parameters in motor rehabilitation practice. This leads to a functional require-
ment in the system, as the clinician must be able to control feedback scheduling. The
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application of CBSTs and EMA in speech therapy is reviewed providing motivation for
this direction in development. There is preliminary evidence of efficacy for the approach
of EMA-supplied feedback for speech motor learning. The background on developing
kinematic targets and interspeaker variations in kinematics is reviewed providing insight
into the difficulties and potential approaches to devising such targets. This too leads
to functional requirements, since the system will be deployed to multiple users. Finally,
the application of visualization and gamification in motor rehabilitation is reviewed mo-
tivating the use of interactive feedback and visualization for motor speech therapy. This
highlights the need to take a user-centric approach to design and development, which is
paramount to the system’s successful deployment.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
This chapter describes the methodology for developing and generating a system to de-
liver augmented kinematic visual speech protocols. This system requires the engineering
of software modules that afford different functionalities for proper delivery. These func-
tionalities are a product of clinical research desires to deploy EMA in a user-centric
application domain.
3.1 Agile development
To address the needs of this project I chose to apply a loose adaptation of the agile
development methodology (Beck et al. 2001, Cockburn 2006). In particular, I employed
the methods of the SCRUM development process (Schwaber 1995). Key tenets of the
agile development methodology, and in particular SCRUM, are preparedness for emer-
gent requirements, quick cycles of identification and implementation small production
units, empirical basis of units, and co-location of key participants (Schwaber 2004). The
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SCRUM process is well suited to handle the modification and turnover of requirements.
SCRUM addresses requirements and development churn through a series a best-
practices regarding meetings and environment. The focus of the process is an iterative
and incremental development of backlogged features amongst a co-located team. The
sprint is a regular cycle of development that begins with the sprint planning meeting, or
weekly scrum. This meeting allows the key stakeholders (typically the product owner)
to define what are the current priority needs, features, or functionalities—moving items
from the product backlog to the sprint backlog. During a sprint, regular meetings, or
daily scrum, are held to capture the progress and current impediments of contributors
on the team. The sprint ends with a sprint review meeting to exhibit the products, or
deliverables, and a retrospective meeting to reflect on process.
In interdisciplinary, cross-institution research projects, the nature of the contributors
limits the use of some of features of SCRUM and requires adaptation of the process. To
address these limitations: daily scrums are adapted into email updates; weekly scrums
include the sprint review with presentation of empirical results and end with the sprint
retrospective; and co-location of contributors is at a common institution where develop-
ment, analysis, and trials can take place. For example, in this project, the process was
driven by regularly held bi-weekly scrums to address theoretical concepts and massage
them into potentially viable future clinical and research concepts. These meetings served
as a platform for presenting production units and defining next steps in terms of empirical
analysis and new units. Meetings, development, and analysis were held in a common lo-
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cation, the UHN: Toronto Rehabilitation Institute, to encourage strong interdisciplinary
exchange and promote progress on parallel goals.
SCRUM is particularly useful for the developing and emergent requirements found in
research projects such as this one. This project is driven by the desire for novel clinical
practices centred on visual feedback of articulator kinematics. The SLP stakeholders
knew that they needed a general framework for visualizing EMA-based feedback relative
to clinical goals, but not the nature of the feedback or goals. The emergent requirements
of this project were, necessarily, empirically-based research results. This required itera-
tive and incremental deliverables involving quick cycles of refinement. These increments
would result in working prototypes which could be used and tested to define next steps
and functionalities. To support these increments, the development process needed to in-
clude repeated pilot testing with different populations including healthy and treatment
populations.
3.2 Requirements: Iteration #1
The research needs of the stakeholders generated the following requirements
R1: Use of the Wave system
Flesh-point hidden articulator tracking systems have evolved from ionized radiation pro-
ducing x-ray techniques to less intrusive and dangerous commercial EMA systems. In
particular, the most current iterations of commercially available EMA systems are highly
accurate and produce quality data. Speech research stakeholders wished to make use
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of the Wave Speech Research System (Northern Digital, Waterloo) a high precision,
high frequency, 6 Degree of Freedom (DoF) electromagnetic articulograph. The sys-
tem is capable of sampling articulator kinematics data at up to 400Hz with an accu-
racy of < 0.5mm (Berry 2011). This error size is within acceptable limits for this
context (Yunusova et al. 2009). The device is comprised of several components both
hardware and software. The hardware components are: sensors (either 6 DoF or 5 DoF);
sensor interfaces units; a control unit; a standard computer; and an electromagnetic field
generator. The sensors are connected to the control unit which is in turn connected to
the computer running software for receiving and presenting the data stream. Remote
real-time data streaming is afforded by the TCP based Real-Time Application Program
Interface (RTAPI). The motions of the sensors are valid within a certain selectable cubic
field size. In the lab configuration that is relevant to this research project the valid field
is 300mm3 to the side of the field generator, with its origin at the centre.
R2: Multi-user sytem which implements clinical protocols
The needs of the the user are split between two user classes, the participant and the
clinician. The clinician must be able to deliver speech motor therapy protocols. The
participant must be able to interact with the system, receiving visual feedback and driving
exercise progress.
R2a: Clinical protocol follows the principles of motor learning
Clinical speech protocol typically revolve around the repetition of some speech stimuli.
These stimuli are reading passages usually loaded with some linguistic or phonemic ar-
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tifacts designed to elicit certain utterances. In this system, these utterances produce
kinematics data which ultimately drive visualizations. The visualizations are digital vi-
sual feedback related to the kinematics.
1. construct exercises of both clinical and research protocols, allowing a clinician to
set up repetitions of of stimuli matched with visualizations driven by incoming
articulator kinematics. These exercises have parameters and processes that apply
to different experimental controls in the research. These include:
(a) goal setting based on pre-exercise calibrations to define client capabilities
(b) feedback scheduling for visual feedback frequency, as a process of motor learn-
ing (see: Section 2.2.1)
(c) withheld, or no feedback, for learning retention (see: Section 2.2.1)
(d) visual feedback driven by goals and metrics
(e) success feedback driven by progress and achievement of goals
2. deliver these exercises, prompting the participant with stimuli in order to produce
feedback
3. provide visual feedback, affording Knowledge of Results (KR) and Knowledge of
Performance (KP) (see: Section 2.2.1)
4. provide results
5. drive feedback and results with kinematics
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R2b: System is useable for participants
The system is delivering the clinician defined protocols to the participant. The
participant-involved portions of the protocols must be clear and easy to learn, or rec-
ognize, from the visual interface. The user must be able to follow the course of the
exercise mainly from the on-screen prompting with minimal input from the clinician,
outside of basic instructions.
R3: System robustness
The system functions robustly with respect to the goals of R2. This includes generation of
an exercise by the clinician and successful deliver to the participant. These are predicated
on the functionality of the system architecture.
R4: Establish system fidelity
The system produces measures from the incoming articulator kinematics. These measures
are accurately represented in the visualizations.
3.3 Requirements: Iteration #2
Subsequent scrums served to refine and development several of the requirements.
R2a.1a: Clinical goals
In order to identify a suitable clinical goal, the SLP stakeholders decided to focus on a
particular population: people with Parkinson’s Disease (PD). In PD, motor control can
be strongly affected. In particular, symptoms concerning speech motor control are related
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to a reduction in the range of motion across all articulators (Forrest et al. 1989, Yunusova
et al. 2008). As such, the first targets or goals of the system were those associated with
the expansion of range of motion.
R2a.5 Drive feedback and measures with kinematics
Online processes are defined by the need to produce real-time feedback of measures. The
online data process is primarily dictated by the live data streaming of the Wave system. It
was found that the Wave does not perform online head, or reference sensor, correction for
the recorded sensors. There was also no guarantee of recording stimuli length or content
for future feedback scenarios. There is also the desire to “future-proof” the system in the
sense of affording different modes of game play by supplying methods for both absolute
and relative articulator based game controllers.
1. Head correction
the Wave does not include an anchor system for the head and relies on 6 DoF refer-
ence sensors to afford free head movement. Thus the system requires an automatic,
live method for removing head motions from desire articulator kinematics.
2. Data filtering
given the unknown nature of future use and data artifacts found during preliminary
tests, there was an expectation of data artifacts such as spikes and gaps in the
system. This coupled with the realtime requirement dictates a requirement for
online filtering, or smoothing.
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3. Controller processing
to afford the creation of various types of games within the framework, it was neces-
sary to define different controllers or processes that transform articulator movements
to game design spaces.
R2a.2: Speech stimuli
A set of loaded sentences was chosen to elicit speech. Loaded sentences are tongue-
twister-like stimuli that focus on a single phoneme or sound which is distributed regularly
throughout the sentence. These need to be delivered in sets of linguistically related stimuli
(3 randomly ordered in each set of repetitions) and individual stimuli (1 for each set of
repetitions). These repetitions of stimuli need to be captured correctly between onset
and offset of the speaker’s productions.
R3: System robustness
The coupling of the Wave system with an external visualization platform will require
a series of interconnecting and interfacing components. This system of coupled compo-
nents will transfer data across their various links. This need requires verification of the
component links and their data transfers.
1. verify channel functionality, it is necessary to verify the individual component con-
nections. No data can be lost or spurious artifacts added between the component
connections.
2. the data rate at the remote connection and the game system must match the RTAPI
requested data sampling rate .
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R4: Establish system fidelity
The use of the Wave in a novel real-time manner differs from default data recording pro-
cess. That is, the online and offline process which handle the transformations and filtering
of incoming live data during treatment sessions, and the processing of speech kinematics
for research respectively are fundamentally different. The key difference between the two
being that online processes are necessarily applied to the local signal due to the real-
time requirements, whereas offline processes are applied to the global signal as defined by
speech research needs. The Wave typically produces head-corrected data during an offline
blackbox export process. To drive the augmented kinematic visual speech rehabilitation
system accurately there is need of an online data process that mimics the output of the
offline recording process in data transformation and quality as well as output measures.
The offline process is poised as the ground truth for which the online process is evaluated.
The divergence of these two streams is an indication of infidelity.
1. Offline processing
to establish a ground truth requires a pipeline capable of processing speech kine-
matics as driven by the needs of the speech lab’s research goals. These needs diverge
into two-types of data: short recordings containing repetitions of a single speech
stimulus; and long recordings containing single repetitions of long form speech stim-
ulus.
(a) short recordings are typically less than a minute and contain multiple repeti-
tions of loaded sentences. These require the parsing of repetitions into single
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recordings to derive metrics for individual utterances
(b) long recordings are typically between one and three minutes and contain an
entire reading passage. The passages require the removal of long pauses that
introduce unwanted non-speech kinematics. Preliminary analysis also dictated
a need to remove spurious data artifacts such as spikes in sensor position data
an gaps, or loss of sensor data.
3.4 Summary
This chapter sought to devolve the development methodology of the system at hand.
This included the development process methodology, limits imposed by the nature of
stakeholder involvements, subsequent process adaptations, and the development of two
set of long term requirements. SCRUM and its adapted use as this project’s development
process was detailed to give the reader and idea of the challenges presented by generating
such a system and how one might tackle them effectively. The iteration of requirements
presented here represents a move from theory and need to prototype in iteration #1 to
working production system in iteration #2. These requirements drive the rest of the
thesis and are summarized as follows. The requirement to drive the entire system using
the Wave Speech Research System as the primary sensor device (R1). The requirement
to deliver visualized feedback of articulator kinematics in the framework of motor speech
protocols (R2). The requirement to verify system robustness as a function of a working
interconnected architecture (R3). The requirement to establish system fidelity as a func-
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tion of convergence between offline kinematic speech research data processing and the
online real-time data processing (R4).
These requirements can be operationalized as a list of final functional criteria the
system must meet:
1. Incremental packet numbers at the end point in the system
2. Received packet frequency at the end point matches requested
3. Convergence of online and offline AWS volume outputs
4. Online head correction
5. Online data smoothing/filtering
6. Implementation of new visualizations and metrics possible
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Chapter 4
System architecture
This chapter presents a hierarchical view of the entire system architecture from its hard-
ware components down to the individual software subsystems at the leaves of the hierar-
chy. At each level, the architecture is described in terms of the requirements it addresses.
4.1 Overview of system hardware structure
The system is comprised of a series of digital hardware components interconnected to
support the robustness of the system. These hardware components are the sensor device,
the data collection and sensor control system, and the visualization system, see Figure 4.1.
The data sensor device is the NDI Wave Speech Research System (see: R1). The
data collection device is a desktop PC (Microsoft Windows 7 Professional, Intel R© CoreTM
i3-2100 CPU @ 3100MHz, 2 Cores, 4 Logical Processors, and 4.00 GB RAM) running the
supporting WaveFront and WaveProxy softwares supplied by NDI (data collection control,
and remote data streaming support respectively). The visualization system is a desktop
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the system hardware including the Wave system components and
control machines.
PC ( Windows 8.1, Intel R© CoreTM i7-4790 CPU @ 3600MHz, 4 Cores, and 8.00 GB RAM)
with a graphics card (NVIDIA GeForce 720 2.00 GB) for rendering visualizations, game
engine software, and a remote data streaming application. The details of this application
will be described in Section 4.3.1. The Wave device connects to the collections systems via
proprietary hardware comprised of the following: sensors to sensor interface unit (SIU)
(Figure 4.3(a)); SIU to sensor control unit (SCU) (Figure 4.3(b)); SCU to collection
system via serial bus and serial to usb connections. The collections device connects to
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Figure 4.2: An overview of the system in practice.
the visualization system via an ethernet crossover cable to enable direct two-way TCP
communication.
4.2 Overview of system components
The architecture of the system components an overview of the various working parts and
their symbolic or direct relationships as seen in figure 4.4. These parts connect three
principal pieces of the clients. These are: 1) the clinician 2) the patient, or participant,
and 3) the data collection device. The system, users included, function as a whole to
produce motor learning through visual feedback of articulator kinematics. The clinician
is an SLP, the participant takes part in clinical and/or research based exercise protocols,
and the data collection device serves to drive the system’s data stream. These clients,
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.3: The primary components of the NDI Wave Speech Research System: (a) Sen-
sor Interface Units (SIU); (b) the Sensor Control Unit (SCU); and (c) the field generator.
operating each module respectively, can be seen in Figure 4.2.
The rest of the system is comprised of software controlling the data channels as well
as the delivery of and interfaces for clinical and research protocols. These parts are
represented abstractly as follows:
• Clinician User Interface (UI): A set of Unity modules that allows a clinician to
configure a training session, associate games or visualizations with speech stimuli,
input patient information, and drive protocols.
• Middle Layer:
– Unity Plug-in: The game engine driver and the main interface between the
middle-layer and the Unity game engine serving as a client to the data server.
– Wave Filter: A series of filters that transform and clean the raw motion data
into usable control signals.
– Dispatcher: A module that is responsible for distributing high level data
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Figure 4.4: Overview of the system components including abstract constructs.
between the middle-layer components and the external network client (and
locally the Unity Plug-in).
– Data Layer: A module that implements the main database operations for
storing kinematic traces, recorded sessions, and patient-related information.
– Abstract Game Engine: A layer that serves to make the framework game
engine independent from the other middle-layer modules, affording use with
other interactive visualization engines.
– Configuration: A module that configures each session on the basis on the
parameters set by the clinician.
– Recorder: A module that records each training session and stores its relevant
data in the main database.
– Player: A module that affords replay of any previously recorded session that
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is stored in the main database.
• Unity 3D (External Game Engine): Commercially provided game engine.
– Unity Communication: An abstraction of the communication with our mid-
dle layer.
– Unity Agent: A module that translates between the gaming instructions in
the abstract game engine’s format and the Unity3D scripts.
These abstract modules take shape in the form of different softwares. Data collec-
tion and transmission starts at the proprietary software set WaveFront and WaveProxy.
WaveFront provides both a recording interface, most notably for speech research, and live
visualization of sensor positions and orientations within the field generator’s valid field.
The WaveProxy is a background process initiated by WaveFront that affords access to
remote streaming and control of data channels via standard network protocols (TCP).
A central piece of software, dubbed the DataMuffin, handles much of the middle layer
in the system architecture. It streams data from WaveProxy to the Unity game engine via
client server relationships, provides a pipes and filter architecture for pre-filtering data,
and provides secondary interfaces for storing data in SQL databases (as opposed to the
standard text file provided by WaveFront).
Finally, an architecture in the unity game engine provides several of the exercise,
or trial, specific functions—these are explored in detail in Section 4.3. These include:
exercise creation; visualization and stimuli selection; visualization and interactive control
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(feedback, or gaming scenarios); and exercise data collection.
The architecture presented here addresses a number of the requirements set out in
Chapter 3. The use of the Wave system, R1, is embedded in the hardware and compo-
nents architecture. The construction and delivery of motor learning exercises, R2, are
afforded by the clinician’s user interface and the combined processes of the middle layer.
This architecture was a partial input to the design process. The system as a whole
makes use of the architecture as a core streaming process that connects the Wave data
stream to the game system. Later additions and changes to this architecture included
restructuring the TCP connections to handle queueing of incoming data packets from
the Wave system, 6 DoF data packets for the streams and database storage, and binary
data streaming (originally ASCII-based). The game system (see Section 4.3.2) makes
use of the Unity Communication layer as an external dynamic link library (ClientLib) to
facilitate Wave data access.
4.3 Software subsystems
4.3.1 DataMuffin
The DataMuffin is the central piece of software that enables the remote connection to
WaveProxy via RTAPI and the local connection to the game engine via the client library.
These connections are modelled as client-server relationships and build upon the reliability
of the TCP network protocol. The remote connection with the data collection machine is
produced by connecting as a client to the data collection system running the WaveProxy
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sever and issuing RTAPI commands to open a TCP-enabled data stream. Locally the
game system connects as a client to the DataMuffin server and opens a TCP-enabled
data stream.
The DataMuffin provides a user interface for controlling the connections of the data
streams, monitoring the status of the connections, and recording streaming data to a
database. This interface is build in the Windows Presentation Foundation graphical
subsystem and takes advantage of the command pattern and extended command delegates
in the model-view-viewmodel pattern (MVVM).
The DataMuffin provides both filtering and storage capabilities. These are afforded
through a pipes and filters architecture. In this architecture filter, data filters or storage
procedures, can be implemented as standalone objects in pipeline. Thus, the DataMuffin
has an extensible framework for filtering data and pushing it to databases. The database
objects are generic such that different types of database storage methods can be used.
For the purposes of this research project a MSSQL database is used.
4.3.2 Game system
The software architecture described here enables the flexibility and extensibility required
of such a system. The game system must deliver motor learning protocols (MLP) as
experimental trials. This includes both the visualized (KR) and non-visualized (retention)
MLP, see Section 2.2.1. The experimental trials consist of exercises wherein participants
repeat speech stimuli and receive feedback on their success and progress. These exercises
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Figure 4.5: Overview of the subsystems in the System Architecture.
include stimulus prompting, recording of speech data, selection of feedback (or not),
visualization (or not), and summary feedback. These constitute the exercise parameters,
which the clinician must be able to select in order to produce a desired protocol.
From an abstract point of view, the architecture is composed of three subsystems:
definition of protocol; construction of exercises within protocol; and delivery of exer-
cises. While, the subsystems are interconnected by various components and te game
engine itself, the general architecture has a dependency structure loosely isomorphic to
the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern. That is, the delivery of exercises is dependant
on both protocol and construction, while construction is dependant on only protocol, and
protocol is not dependant on either as seen in Figure 4.5.
Subsystems in the game system architecture are broken into classes that implement
the necessary features. The core features serve as pillar for the extensible features. The
extensible features are associated with the needs to support various protocols, metrics
related to treatment conditions, and visual feedback. The primary goal of the system
is to deliver visual feedback and provide interfaces for constructing protocols. These
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subsystems are as follows:
• ExerciseBuilder: An interface for selecting the parameters of the exercise protocol
to be delivered. This interface implements the front-end for R2a.1.
• ExerciseAgents: A generic object that delivers exercises to the participant. This
can be inherited from to support fundamentally different exercise protocols, such
as live visualized feedback versus KR based feedback exercises.
• ProtocolExercises: A generic exercise representation that encapsulates the mate-
rial and structure of an exercise for a given protocol. The ExerciseBuilder constructs
this from the clinician-selected parameters and delivers it to the ExerciseAgent.
• SummaryFeedback: A generic summary KR feedback class. This can be inherited
from for end-of-block summary feedback, end-of-session summary feedback, or even
post-session feedback incorporating take home results, such as an HTML formatted
report for display or printed out in hard-copy format.
• WaveController: The main data driving controller. This class implements the
relationships between sensors, such as head reference and tongue, supports filters
and transformations of the sensor data. Ultimately it drives a publicly accessible in
game scene object which other classes can access to gather kinematics or visualize
articulators.
• ParameterController: The controller for updating metrics based on articulator
kinematics coming out of the WaveController.
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• SensorMetric: A generic SensorMetric class affords the implementation of desired
parameters, which can be stored for research or used to drive visualization. Each
SensorMetric child implements a specific parameter computation and stores times-
tamps snapshots of that parameter, such as distance, position, or kinematic speech
motor measures. These parameters are accessed and controlled via the Parameter-
Controller.
• Sensors: The main access point in the game to kinematic data. This class connects
to the DataMuffin via the supplied client library, and enables the streaming of a
single sensor’s kinematic data.
• VisualizaitionBehaviour: A generic class implementing the basic need of a visu-
alization. It is a render-able game object connected to the game engine’s Update
loop. This allows all manner of visualization to be produced and easily added
to the system. These are selectable in the ExerciseBuilder, and delivered by the
ExerciseAgent.
4.3.3 Design summary
The designs presented in this section support flexibility and extensibility of an ongoing
research system. In this project, there is a need to support the research of different motor
speech disorders, populations (ages in particular), and protocols. Different disorders may
require new and interesting metrics requiring new modes of control. Different populations
may require artistic approaches to feedback and visualization designs. Finally, clinicians
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may wish to design new and interesting protocols that take advantage of augmented
kinematic visual feedback which will require new types of exercises and modes of delivery.
This ongoing, iterative, and incremental approach to research without the need to re-
engineer in the face of new requirements is afforded by the designs presented here.
4.4 Summary
This chapter described the resultant design of the system, addressing the requirements set
out in Chapter 3. The system is broken down into its constituents parts by first starting
a birds-eye view of the architecture as a whole. The hardware architecture was described
in detail to give an overview of the experimental set up. The abstract system architecture
was described as a series of interacting subsystems that afford different functionalities for
the user population. Finally, the software subsystems implementing the various processes
and connections required by the system were described.
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Chapter 5
Online processing
This chapter describes the underlying computational techniques of the live game system.
First, the head correction process that isolates the articulator kinematics is described.
Second, data filtering for smoothing potential spikes and replication of the offline low-pass
filtering is described. Then an experimental general normalization technique is described
as a means to position an articulator sensor avatar absolutely in an arbitrary game space.
Finally, the metrics derived from the online kinematics data stream are described. These
are used for speech research and to drive the visualization feedback central to the system
design.
5.1 Head correction
To isolate articulator motions from the combined articulator+head motions, the system
must account for the free moving head (see R2a.5.1). The 6D reference sensor is placed on
a static position on the head. For the purposes of this research project and experimental
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Figure 5.1: Tongue and head sensors attached to a participant sitting within the active
field of the Wave system’s field generator.
configurations, the sensor is attached to a headband and placed high on the forehead, see
Figure 5.1. The implementation of this transformation required an extension of the core
streaming system to included 6 DoF sensor data. It also required the implementation of
an online process for performing the head correction over the desired sensors. An example
of this sensor configuration, the field generator space, and the head sensor orientation can
be seen in Figure 5.2.
Since the head is free moving, a frame of reference needs to be chosen for which the
head moves relative to. This can be a fixed position defined by the game designer or
defined empirically. For the purposes of this research the first good initial head sensor
sample is considered the reference. The relative difference between the current head
position and orientation and the reference dictates a transformation matrix which can be
applied to articulator sensors. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: Tongue and head sensors shown within the coordinate system of the Wave
field generator.
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Figure 5.3: Head correction illustrated on a recording including repetitions of sentences.
(a) Raw articulator (tongue tip) data (b) head movement isolated (c) articulator data
with head movement removed. Note the range and swapping of the axes in the final
product (c).
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In more detail, the initial or reference head position vector and orientation quaternion
are pi, qi, likewise for the current head sensor are ph, qh respectively. The relative position
vector and orientation quaternion of the head sensor are pr, qr respectively, where pr =
ph − pi and qr = q−1h ∗ qi. The tongue sensor position vector and orientation quaternion
are pt, qt respectively, and finally the head corrected tongue parameters p
h
t , q
h
t are:
pht = Im(qr ∗ (0, pt − pr)), qht = qr ∗ qt (5.1)
where Im is the imaginary part of a quaternion, and ‘*’ indicates quaternion multipli-
cation. In practice, to subtract head rotations, an angle axis rotation is formed by the
quaternion and the sensor is rotated around the point pi after being translated by pt−pr.
5.2 Data filtering
Positional time series data recorded with the Wave system is subject to artifacts. First,
the sensor system is subject to high frequency submillimeter noise, as shown in Figure 5.4.
In preliminary tests, data artifacts such as spikes were found in some recordings, as shown
in Figure 5.5. In many cases, especially with long recordings, these spikes are accompanied
by gaps, or missing data, as shown in Figure 5.6. To address these spikes in real-time, a
moving median filter is used. The window width of this median filter is defined empirically.
From preliminary tests, it was found that a window size of 3-5 samples works best for
recordings at 100Hz and of 6-21 samples for recordings at 400Hz. An example of median
filtering on data with spikes and gaps is shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.4: An example of high frequency noise in an articulator sensor position time
series captured using EMA, shown in one dimension for clarity.
Figure 5.5: An example of a labelled spike (green/lighter) in 3D articulator trajectory
data.
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Figure 5.6: Two examples of spikes accompanied with gaps in an articulator sensor
position time series, shown in one dimension for clarity.
Figure 5.7: The effects of median filtering on data with spike and gap artifacts in an
articulator sensor position time series, shown in one dimension for clarity. The data
shown here is recorded at 400Hz, the black data is the raw signal and the red (lighter)
data is median filtered with a window size of 21 samples.
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5.3 Normalization
In game play, there are innumerable modes of input which afford interaction with game
elements across genres. In particular, in motion-based games there are absolute and
relative controllers. In this research project, the Wave is appropriated as a type of game
controller. The Wave records motions in the space of the field generator and further,
as per Section 5.1, the final articulator motions take place in head space. The head
reference is placed on the participant in a consistent way, but between sessions and
participants this is not guaranteed to be exactly the same. Thus, for games that require
absolute positioning of the articulator sensor, a transformation is needed which brings
the arbitrarily placed articulator motions into the visible usable game space. The process
by which this transformation is formed and the final online transformation is referred to
here as normalization.
For the first and primary treatment population of this research project, users with PD,
the metrics driving the game are independent of position and orientation of the visible
game volume, and the visualization, or feedback, was a measure of progress defined by the
metric and calibration recordings. This means that for the first population, the system
only required head correction and filtering to produce a usable signal, see Section 5.4.1 for
calibration based derivation of signal and targets. However, future treatment populations
and their needs were considered. It was found that, in order to provide feedback on real-
time absolute articulator positions within a the game design space, processes were needed
to define and transform articulator movements into visible, or usable, game space. These
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processes would afford the control of an avatar in the game space in both an absolute
and relative fashion - controller modes common to games. To achieve this controller flex-
ibility, a two-fold process is required for forming a transformation,or normalization, that
encompasses all articulator movements in a game space. First, a centre is defined. This
is possible through process known as biteplate correction, which provides an anatomical
centre consistent in definition across participants. Second, the bounds or range of motion
of the articulation space must be defined. The range of motion is partially defined by
biomechanical constraints, i.e. the hard palate, but has no strict bounds in all other
directions. This means the process for defining bounds would need to be a novel em-
pirically defined calibration process that encompasses the entire range of motion of the
desired articulator.
5.3.1 Biteplate correction
The need for an anatomical basis in speech measures is known (see Section 2.2.1).
Biteplate correction provides such a basis by giving an anatomically based position and
orientation for use in correction. A biteplate consists of sensor(s) attached to a rigid plate
which is marked with a centre line and tooth limit. The plate is placed in the participant’s
mouth by aligning the centre line markings with the participants midsagittal plane and
their front teeth with the tooth limit marking.
This basis is static with respect to the head reference position and thus can be achieved
by taking a snapshot of a biteplate position and orientation and using this to later trans-
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form articulator sensors in the same manner as head correction by performing the added
translation and rotation to bring the biteplate to the origin of the space. This effectively
provides a cross-speaker anatomical basis for all tongue motions, further simplifying the
transformation of articulator based controls to game spaces.
5.3.2 Range of motion
For the purpose of this research project, the primary articulator is the tongue. The
human tongue is a flexible muscular organ with an ephemeral deformable shape. Thus,
the range of motion of an articulator, especially the tongue, is difficult to define without
calibration, or testing of limits. In the case of articulator motions the range of motion
during articulation is desired. To capture the range of motion for game calibration use,
an experimental calibration method was proposed on the basis of speech research and
tested experimentally. This experiment is described in the following Section 5.3.2.1.
5.3.2.1 Experimental characterization of articulator range of motion
SLP practitioners make use of speech passages to elicit the range of linguistic and phone-
mic characteristics of a language. In the case of the English language a number of these
passages exists, such as Grandfather Passage and Rainbow Passage. An experiment was
conducted to see if these passages could elicit kinematics that encapsulate the range of
motions of articulation during speech. The hypothesis was that if the passages elicit the
range of linguistic patterns in English, then they may also elicit the range of kinematic
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patterns and thus the range of motion of a given articulator.
Methodology For this experiment, the population was 15 healthy adults (7 male, 8
female) aged > 60 years (mean: 69.7 ± 2.96). These participants were native speakers
of Canadian-English, had no reported history of neurological impairment, speech and/or
language difficulties. The participants were also tested for normal hearing, vision, and
cognition using a standard Snellen chart vision test, tonal range hearing test, and the
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) (Nasreddine et al. 2005).
The speech stimuli in this experiment were two repetitions of the Grandfather Passage
and Rainbow Passage each and a series of randomized sentence stimuli including various
loaded sentences—all elicited at a normal rate and style. Participants were asked to
utter these stimuli while sitting the working field of the Wave Speech Research System.
Each participant had one 6 DoF head reference sensor attached to a head band, one 5
DoF articulator sensor attached 10mm posterior to the tongue tip, and one 5 DoF sensor
attached at tongue back 30mm posterior to the tongue tip. These sensors were used to
capture the articulator kinematics of the tongue during the speech stimuli utterances.
All tongue kinematics were low-pass filtered using a 5th order Butterworth filter with
a cutoff frequency of 15Hz. The kinematics were then filtered for spikes and data artefacts
using a 2SD ellipsoid point test, as described in Section 6.5.2.
Results The speech utterances produced the following 3D point parametrized tra-
jectories: Grandfather Passage, kgf1, kgf2 ∈ Kgf , the Rainbow Passage, krb1, krb2 ∈ Krb,
and the randomized sentence stimuli, kn ∈ Kstim.
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The spaces of the speech kinematics are compared using AWS volume, or the volume
of the convex hull encapsulating the speech kinematics. The volume values were computed
for the kinematics of the stimuli. The resulting volume values are denoted as: Grandfather
Passage, vgf1, vgf2 ∈ Vgf , the Rainbow Passage, vrb1, vrb2 ∈ Vrb, and the randomized
sentence stimuli, vn ∈ Vstim.
To motivate the comparison of volume results, a preliminary visual investigation of
the convex hulls was performed. This visual analysis was generated by rendering overlay
of the 3D convex hulls of Vgf with Vgf ∪Vstim , see Figure 5.8(a), and Vrb with Vrb∪Vstim
, see Figure 5.8(b). The ratios of the total stimuli with the passage stimuli was also
computed for comparison as V Rrb = Vrb/Vstim and V
R
gf = Vgf/Vstim, these were 97.29%
and 94.52% respectively.
To examine the relationship between volume ratios and passage repetition, a within
subject AWS across repetition test was performed, see Figure 5.9. Summary statistics for
these ratios are shown in table 5.1. A Paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was conducted
to compare the volume ratios of the first and second repetitions of both passages. The
volume ratios of the two repetitions did not differ significantly, vgf1 <> vgf2 p-value:
0.169 and vrb1 <> vrb2 p-value: 0.208.
To examine the relationship between volume ratios and passage stimulus, a within
subject AWS across passages test was performed, see Figure 5.10. Summary statistics for
these ratios are shown in table 5.2. A Paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was conducted
to compare the volume ratios of the two passages. The volume ratios of the two passages
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: Visual overlay of convex hulls for the randomized speech stimuli with
(a)Grandfather Passage and (b)Rainbow Passage.
did not differ significantly, Vgf <> Vrb p-value: 0.670.
This experiment shows that it may be possible to use as little as two repetitions of
either the Grandfather Passage or Rainbow Passage to derive a characterization of the
participant’s AWS for general speech.
5.3.3 Procedure
The procedure for this form of normalization is three-fold. The method described here
is experimental and based on the aforementioned means of deriving data. To form the
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: Passage repetition and stimuli volume ratios for (a)Grandfather Passage and
(b)Rainbow Passage.
Rep. Volume vgf1 vgf2 vrb1 vrb2
Mean 68.1% 73.4% 68.2% 74.3%
Median 70.6% 73.6% 68.3% 75.2%
Table 5.1: Passage repetition and stimuli volume ratio summary statistics for Grandfather
Passage and Rainbow Passage.
Pass. Volume Vgf Vrb
Mean 70.8% 71.2%
Median 72.3% 71.8%
Table 5.2: Passage and stimuli volume ratio summary statistics for Grandfather Passage
and Rainbow Passage.
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Figure 5.10: Passage volume ratios for (a)Grandfather Passage and (b)Rainbow Passage.
final step it is necessary to know the game design space parameters beforehand, and are
entirely dependent on the type and design of the game.
1. Biteplate basis The biteplate is configured as described in 5.3.1. A recording
is taken for 5 seconds. The position and orientation of the biteplate, post head
correction, is averaged to get a good basis.
2. Range of motion A characterization of the participant’s AWS is formed based on
an elicitation of a speech passage as described in 5.3.2. The extents of the AWS
values, or extrema, for each desired dimension are referenced. This characterization
is transformed to biteplate space to centre the derived AWS around the origin.
3. Normalization Using the relative difference between the orientation and position
of the biteplate and game space origins as well as the relative difference between
the AWS extents and game space extents a scale, rotation, translation matrix is
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formed. This matrix is used online to transform all incoming points into the game
space.
5.4 Measures
In this research project, several speech kinematic measures are recorded, as per R2a.1d.
Furthermore, visualizations are driven by measures, or metrics, as required by experi-
mental speech rehabilitation protocol needs (see R2a.4-5). In this research project, for
the application to the user population with PD, the AWS measure drives the feedback
visualizations, other measures are recorded for future speech research analysis.
5.4.1 Articulatory Working Space (AWS)
The AWS measure relates tongue kinematics to the space they traverse in the vocal tract.
The definition of an AWS is the convex hull surrounding the trajectory traversed during
a speech production. The AWS was chosen by clinicians for driving visualizations in
the current research protocol. The target population, elderly adults with PD, show a
reduction in articulatory movements (Forrest et al. 1989, Yunusova et al. 2008). This
reduction of movement is reflected in the individual’s AWS (Weismer et al. 2012).
The 3D AWS volume (mm3) is used to characterize the participant’s overall AWS.
This volume is computed over a speech sample, typically a single utterance of a loaded
sentence. The available articulatory volume is limited to the biomechanical constraints
of the vocal tract such as Temporomandibular Joint (TMJ) angle and hard palate.
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To discretize the space of an AWS and compute its volume, the process starts with
delaunay triangulation in three dimensions, or tetrahedralization. This algorithm gener-
ates space-filling tetrahedrons whose combined free surface forms a convex hull as seen
in Figure 5.12.
This delaunay triangulation algorithm in three dimensions is sensitive to degenerate
regular point configurations (colinear, cospherical, and coplanar) which must be taken
into account. For real-time purposes, this is limited to two techniques: identical pairwise
point removal; and input joggling. The pairwise removal operation checks if the next
incoming data point matches with the previous, in practice the distance between the
two is less than some epsilon. The input joggling process is carried out by point vector
addition defined by a random point within a sphere of a radius small enough not to impact
measures. Further the resulting volume can be computed as follows:
VAWS =
∑
t∈T
|(at − dt) · ((bt − dt)× (ct − dt))|
6
(5.2)
where · and × are the dot and cross product respectively, at, bt, ct, dt are the vertices of
the tetrahedron t, and T is the set of all tetrahedrons.
To make use of the AWS volume as a clinical target, goals are set such that participants
are motivated to increase the measure from their personal current best, see 2.2.1. The
target AWS is derived on a speaker-specific basis and is a proportional enlargement of the
baseline AWS as defined by prior analysis. A calibration stage provides a baseline target
by finding the median of 5 repetitions of speech stimuli in both normal and clear styles
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of speech. The baseline, is defined as 95% of the midpoint between the AWS volume of
normal and clear speech
tb = (vn + (vc − vn)) ∗ 0.95 (5.3)
where tb is the baseline target and vn, vc are the spatial volumes of the median AWS for
normal and clear productions of the stimulus. An example visualization of this target
type being visualized using the system can be seen in Figure 5.11.
This primary measure, driving visualizations in the system, illustrates the connection
between disorder and motor effects. This measure also illustrates a particular approach
to behavioural based PD treatment. However, this is one approach to treatment of speech
disorders related to progressing PD which varies from drug-based to behavioural thera-
pies (Ramig et al. 2008). The most well known behavioural approach, the Lee Silverman
speech therapy (LSVT) LOUD technique (Fox et al. 2012), approaches rehabilitation by
focusing partially on the sensory awareness of speech loudness. A recent augmentation
for treating limb motor control in PD, LSVT BIG, focuses on large limb motions. The
AWS volume increase approach is analogous to these approaches with respect to articula-
tors. The spacial AWS volume is currently subject to experimentation and validation of
efficacy as a modifiable speech parameter that produces increased intelligibility as judged
by Speech Language Pathologists.
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Figure 5.11: An example feedback visualization demonstrating the AWS driven visual
goals. The previously achieved AWS volume is shown as burnt/brownish hedges. That
target space ranges from the baseline to 300% of the normal utterance AWS volume.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: Delaunay triangulation in 3D, or tetrahedralization, is performed on (a) a
noisy input signal producing (b) a convex hull at the free surface (surface normals shown).
5.4.2 Distance
The distance the sensor has travelled is an empirical measure of potential interest to
speech science researchers. To compute this measure, a pairwise distance is taken between
the last point and the new incoming data point. This is accumulated over time such that
the final output is the total distance of the trajectory and each timestamped sample
contains the distance up to that point
D =
n∑
i=2
dist(pi, pi−1) (5.4)
where n is the number of points in the current recording, pi is the current 3D (x, y, z)
sensor position, and dist(pa, pb) is the 3D Euclidean distance between points pa and pa.
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5.4.3 Duration
The duration of an utterance is another empirical measure of potential interest to speech
science researchers. To compute the duration, T the difference between the timestamp of
the last incoming data point and the first is taken
T = tn − t1 (5.5)
where n is the number of points in the current recording and ti is a timestamp associated
with a data point.
5.5 Summary
This section has described the main portions of the online data process that transforms
kinematic data points for use in the game system. The first two processes, head correc-
tion and filtering, are necessary for isolating articulator kinematics and removing potential
data artifacts that affect measures. The third process, normalization, is an experimental
calibration and transformation process designed to enable absolute positioning of articula-
tor sensors in arbitrary game spaces. Finally, a set of measures derived for each utterance
is described. This includes the main experimental measure for this research project the
AWS, and how targets are calibrated and can be visualized online.
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Chapter 6
Offline processing
Speech research focused on articulator kinematics generally requires data processing. As
with most basic research, the data derived from the sensor system is subject to noise.
In particular, electromagnetic sensor systems are sensitive to magnetic disturbances and
high frequency sensor noise.
6.1 Context of offline processing
Offline processes are defined by the needs of speech researchers and their methods of
deriving kinematic speech measures. In speech processing there is a general need to
isolate desired speech data. This entails removing, or reducing, noise in the data cap-
ture/measurement system and maintaining a global signal—examples of these artifacts
are discussed in Section 5.2. This data can then be used to compute useful measures, or
for general study. A general overview of the pipeline described in this chapter is rendered
in Figure 6.1.
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In this research project, the offline process serves two purposes. The first purpose is
to afford study of speech kinematics, while the second is to provide a means of functional
testing of the online process the game system is subject to, or the system fidelity (see
R4).
6.2 Pipeline input
The lab making use of this pipeline studies many types of speech recordings. These speech
recordings are derived from reading passages called speech stimuli. Participants are asked
to read the stimulus while the Wave system and an audio microphone records data. This
results in a proprietary raw file and audio file.
In order to process the raw recording output, the first step in the process is to use
the NDI WaveFront export process. This process corrects sensors to the 6D reference
(typically head), separates the two channel audio file with timing signal (SMTPE time
coding) and recorded speech, matches data points to audio timing (using SMTPE time
coding signal), and produces two output files for each recording. The first is a kinematics
file with timestamps relating audio timing with position and orientation data points for
each sensor. The second file is simply the recorded speech audio.
6.2.1 Recording specific processing
Various types of speech recordings are typically studied in this lab. For simplicity, these
can be broken into two groups, short recording and long recordings. Short recordings
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are usually comprised of sentence length material or shorter. This could be anything
from Vowel-Consonant-Vowel (VCV) productions to full length sentences. Depending on
purpose, these could potentially be batched in repetitions for a single stimulus such that
a single recording contains up to four repetitions. Longer recordings can be anything
which take more than a minute to produce, and are typically reading passages commonly
used by SLP researchers and linguists. The processing of these two recording types is
described in detail in Sections 6.4 and 6.5
6.3 General processing
The WaveFront export produces the two aforementioned files per recording. In the kine-
matics file timestamped samples of position and orientation data for all sensors are stored.
The first of these sensors is the 6 DoF reference sensor. All other sensors have been “cor-
rected” to remove the motions of this first sensor.
The motion data stored in the kinematics file requires processing to denoise the signals
and fill data loss gaps (general processing area in Figure 6.1). The steps are as follows:
trim gaps to reduce potential noise spikes; fix sampling errors inherit in the Wave; fill
gaps using an interpolating spline; and remove high frequency sensor noise. An example
of the effects of this process on the input signal is show in Figure 6.2. This process is
augmented by a basic data quality analysis.
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6.3.1 Data quality
The sensor trajectories are checked for drops, or sudden losses of data. These appear
as Not-a-Number (NaN) entries in the kinematics file for the rows corresponding to the
position and orientation data of a given sensor. If sufficiently large (> 100ms), the onset
and offset of the gap is stored and the file marked as a potentially a bad recording. It
is possible that the gaps occur outside of speech material and thus SLPs use the data
quality output to identify usable and unusable recordings.
6.3.2 Global signal
The Wave is subject to both the aforementioned data loss gaps and issues with regular
data sampling. At higher frequency recording rates (400Hz), timestamps may fluctuate
around the desired sampling period. Empirically these fluctuations occur for approxi-
mately 16− 20% of the data and are within ±0.0002s of the desired sampling period. To
produce a global signal that is regularly sampled, a cubic interpolating spline is fit to the
data. This spline is sampled regularly using the included timestamps to interpolate for
desired positional data.
6.3.3 Denoising
Given a global and regularly sampled signal, the motion data can now be filtered to remove
high frequency sensor noise. This is accomplished with a standard low-pass filtering
procedure. In this case, a common 5th order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency
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of 15Hz is used. This cutoff frequency is a product of prior research which shows that the
frequency of tongue motions associated with speech production is typically lower than
15Hz (Gracco 1992).
6.3.4 Output
The output of the general processing procedure is a new processed data file for each input
recording file. There is also a data quality and flag file produced. The structure of this
output can be seen in Section 6.6.
6.4 Short recording processing
For convenience, short recordings typically contain multiple repetitions of short stimulus
productions batched in one recording file. These types of recordings must be segmented
such that repetitions can be processed separately (short recording processing area in
Figure 6.1). This process requires an SLP to listen to the audio recording and identify
onset and offset times of the repetitions. These onsets/offsets are stored in a consistent
format which is used as input to the pipeline to segment both kinematic and audio data.
6.4.1 Output
The output of the sentence processing procedure is n new kinematic and audio files
corresponding to the n repetitions as defined by the input onset/offset file. The resulting
measures for the individual repetitions are also produced. The structure of this output
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and the measures produced can be seen in Section 6.6.
6.5 Long recording processing
Long recordings, typically containing a single long production of a speech stimulus, re-
quire preprocessing and noise removal (Long recording processing area in Figure 6.1).
Preliminary experiments revealed spurious data artifacts associated with long recordings.
First, it was found that participants produced long pauses during the production of long
stimuli. Second, it was found that long recordings with the Wave system contained spikes.
The spikes appear to correlate with the duration of the recording, the longer the recording
the higher probability of spikes appearing.
6.5.1 Pause removal
In speech science, long pauses may introduce spurious kinematics artifacts, which are
not important and may skew measures in the study. The artifacts derive from human
movements such as yawning, licking of the lips, deep breaths, or simply resting between
sentences. To remove these, an automated software identifies pauses by applying a thresh-
old to the audio signal amplitude and producing onset and offset times for the pauses.
These onset/offset times are then used in the pipeline to remove these pause segments
before producing measures. This is a simple process of matching the nearest timestamped
data points corresponding with the onset and offset time and simply removing the data.
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6.5.2 Spike culling
In preliminary tests it was found that kinematic spikes, i.e. spurious high speed jumps
in position, and gaps, i.e. missing data, are common in long recordings with the Wave.
It was empirically found that these spikes are not speech data by identifying that they:
(1) violate biomechanical constraints of the hard palate; (2) violate the upper limits of
tongue speed and distance in English; and (3) are typically accompanied by gaps or loss
of data.
The third stage of the pipeline characterizes the long recording speech data with a
2σ error ellipsoid. Intuitively, this means that all positional data within the ellipsoid are
classified as speech data, whereas data outside the ellipsoid are considered non-speech.
This ellipsoid is defined by the squared Mahalanobis distance, or generalized squared
inter-point distance (Gnanadesikan and Kettenring 1972), and a constant threshold K:
(x−mx)TΣ−1x (x−mx) ≤ K (6.1)
where x is a data point, mx is the mean of x, and Σx is the covariance matrix. Setting K =
7.84 corresponds to 95%CI or 2σ (Ribeiro 2004). All points with distance equal to or less
than K are on the surface or within the ellipsoid respectively. The assumption, verified
with preliminary tests, is that long recordings contain normally distributed positional
data.
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6.6 Pipeline output
6.6.1 Measures
The pipeline produces two separate output measure files for the long and short recording
data processes. Both files contain basic summary statistics such as the min, max, mean,
median, and modes of the following: x, y, z, x speed, y speed, z speed, 3D speed. They
also contain the AWS volume, cumulative distance, and duration. In addition, the long
recording results include the volume of the 2SD ellipsoid and the principle components
of the data.
6.6.2 File structure
The output of the pipeline involves a well structured directory of the segmented and
processed files as well as data measures and data quality files (final step in Figure 6.1).
This directory has the following structure as needed by this research and automation of
the pipeline:
• Results
– [participant ID] data log.csv
– [participant ID] sentence results.csv
– [participant ID] passage results.csv
• SentencesProcessed
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– [original filename] P [repetition number].csv
– [original filename] P [repetition number].wav
– ...
• PassagessProcessed
– [original filename] P PP.csv
– ...
• [original filename].tsv
• [original filename].wav
• [original filename] P.csv
• ...
where “...” means this structure is repeated for all recordings.
In this structure, the Results directory stores the data log for the participant’s data
files, and the files for passage and sentence measures. The SentencesProcessed directory
stores the segmented repetition sentence kinematics (csv) and audio files (wav) with the
repetition number appended to the file names. The PassageProcessed directory contains
the kinematics without pauses and culled by the ellipsoid characterization process (csv).
The main directory contains these directories, the original kinematics (tsv) and audio
files (wav) and the general processed kinematics files appended with ‘ P’. Here the csv
and tsv filenames denote comma and tab delimited files respectively.
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6.7 Summary
This chapter covered the offline processing pipeline for all kinematic and acoustic data
related to this research project. The inputs are the raw Wave recording files, and the
outputs are well-organized and useful data files ready to be analysed. This processing
pipeline serves a portion of the system testing in Chapter 7 and the processing of future
speech kinematics data for other studies. In addition, the pipeline is available as open
source to other speech research labs in North America.
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the offline data processing pipeline.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.2: (a) An example input and (b) output of the general processing portion of the
offline pipeline for an articulator sensor position time series, shown in one dimension and
scaled for clarity.
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Chapter 7
Functional Testing
This section describes the fulfilment of the requirements to validate the system. The
first requirement R3 (system robustness) is satisfied through functional testing study #1
(described in Section 7.1). The second requirement, R4 (establish system fidelity), is
satisfied through functional testing study #2 (described in Section 7.2).
7.1 Study #1
Purpose The purpose of this study is to validate the network data channels, and meet
the requirement R3 (system robustness)
Method A three step process is followed to validate the individual connections. Val-
idation of the individual steps of data transfer between the interconnected components
implies the working order of the networked nature of the system.
A simplified data collection session is used for this experiment. The components are
the Wave Speech Research system, the data collections computer, and the visualization
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computer (see Section 4.1 for details). The Wave to data collection computer connection
is facilitated via a proprietary serial based cabling, and the data collections computer
is connected to the visualization computer via crossover Ethernet cable (see Section 4.1
for details). The data transfers are facilitated by proprietary data and control signals
and finally TCP protocol respectively, as facilitated by the various control softwares (see
Section 4.2 for details). The Wave sensors recorded for these experiments are one 6 DoF
reference sensor and one 5 DoF articulator sensor fixed with respect to each other.
Step 1 : Data recording from the Wave. The Wave must successfully produce raw
kinematic and audio files on the data collections computer when a recording is initiated
via WaveFront software. A number of recordings are executed using default settings. The
sensors are left stationary and then moved them for a small amount of time (approx. 5
seconds each). We examine the exported files (see Section 6.2), to ensure sensor data
matches stationary and induced movements—accuracy is ignored and assumed to be
within system limits, see Section 3.2.
Step 2 : Remote connection to data stream and reception of TCP packets. A remote
connection to the Wave data source, the data collections computer software WaveProxy, is
established using the Real-Time Application Programmers Interface (RTAPI) by request-
ing a stream at 100Hz. This connections is left running for approximately 10 seconds
to accumulate data. The remote connection (DataMuffin) is examined for a data stream
(TCP packets carrying articulator kinematics data) and the average frequency at which
they are received
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fa =
∑n
i=2
1
ti−ti−1
n
(7.1)
where fa is the average frequency, n the number of packets, and ti the received time for
packet i in seconds.
Step 3 : Game system connects to and receives remote data stream. A connection
is established between the game system and the DataMuffin using the ClientLib. The
packets from Step 2 are numbered before being sent to the game system. The packet
numbers received at the game system are examined to ensure they are equivalent and
ordered as they are at DataMuffin. The frequency of the packets received at the game
system is examined in the same manner as Step 2 using equation 7.1.
Results
Step 1 : Results were positive. The Wave successfully produce recordings on the data
collections machine
Step 2 : Results were positive. The remote connection successfully receives a TCP
packet stream from the data collection computer at the requested frequency, within
±0.02%.
Step 3 : Results were positive. The game system receives all packets in order, and at
the receiving frequency of the DataMuffin (Step 2 )—noting that the connection between
the game system and DataMuffin is local (on the same machine).
Conclusions This study showed that the chain of connected components, of which
the system hardware architecture is comprised, successfully transfers the desired data
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within operating parameters. It should be noted that, during development logical and
buffering errors were fixed until the connections produced desired results. There are
cases when the connection between one of the components is lost, i.e. system errors,
Wave software errors. In this case the game system waits, and the connection can be
established again by sending another RTAPI data stream request from the DataMuffin
software to the WaveProxy software.
7.2 Study #2
Purpose The purpose of this study is to validate the online data processes
Method A ground truth for AWS derivation was constructed as a data processing
pipeline that outputs SLP verified speech kinematic data measures (see R4.1). This
pipeline is described in detail Chapter 6. The results are examined for the online process
relative to ground truth.
The online and offline processes are fundamentally different because of there real-time
and post approaches respectively. Thus, the two processes can be considered two different
means of measurement for the same value (AWS volume). As such, the values are not
expected to be exactly the same, but must be in convergence of less than 1% relative
error as per the needs of the stakeholders.
A standard data collection session is used for this experiment. The Wave sensors
recorded for these experiments are one 6 DoF reference sensor attached to the head and
one 5 DoF articulator sensor fixed to 1cm posterior the tongue tip. The participant was
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tested for normal hearing, vision, and cognition using a standard Snellen chart vision
test, tonal range hearing test, and the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) (Nasred-
dine et al. 2005). The participant was asked to repeat load sentence stimuli (/sh/ and
/t/) in two styles of speech, Normal (regular everyday speech) and Clear (exaggerated
enunciation of speech) (see Section 5.4.1 for how these are used in the game system).
There are five repetitions of each stimuli for each style, resulting in ten repetitions for
each style. The output AWS volume (online and ground truth) for the two different styles
is examined.
Results
Normal : Results are positive. The AWS volumes computed by the online and ground
truth processes are highly correlated for the Normal style of speech, as seen in Figure 7.1.
The distribution of relative error can be seen in Figure 7.3
Clear : Results are positive. The AWS volumes computed by the online and ground
truth processes are highly correlated for the Clear style of speech, as seen in Figure 7.2.
The distribution of relative error can be seen in Figure 7.4.
Conclusions Since the percent error of the AWS volume measures was < 1% at and
average of ±0.36%, it can be concluded that the online measurements are succeeding in
reproducing the measurements of the ground truth, or offline process.
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Figure 7.1: Bland-Altman figures for the ‘Normal’ style stimuli productions—online rel-
ative to ground truth (offline) processes.
Figure 7.2: Bland-Altman figures for the ‘Clear’ style stimuli productions—online relative
to ground truth (offline) processes.
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Figure 7.3: The percent error distribution for the 10 ‘Normal’ style trials shown in Fig-
ure 7.1.
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Figure 7.4: The percent error distribution for the 10 ‘Clear’ style trials shown in Fig-
ure 7.2.
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7.3 Discussion
The functional testing of the system robustness and fidelity was described in studies pre-
sented in this chapter. These studies fulfil requirements R3 and R4 respectively. These
requirements pertain mainly to the functionality of the system. Other, requirements are
met and validated through use and further development of the system.
The following success criteria were used to judge the functionality of the system (see
Section 3.4):
1. Incremental packet numbers at the end point in the system [Completed ]
2. Received packet frequency at the end point matches requested [Completed ]
3. Convergence of online and offline AWS volume outputs [Completed ]
4. Online head correction [Completed ]
5. Online data smoothing/filtering [Completed ]
6. Implementation of new visualizations and metrics [Completed ]
7.3.1 Future work
Further work in validating the system will take on a user centric approach. This will
involve investigating the usability across the two user classes (clinicians and participants).
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7.3.1.1 Usability
Purpose The need to validate usability (see R2b) is an ongoing process. The system
currently delivers speech research protocols to participants in a lab setting. It is used
successfully by clinicians to produce exercises that fit protocols. These exercises are
delivered to participants with instructions from the experimenters. However, the usability
of the system for participants requires user experience studies.
Method This study makes use of multiple methodological tools to asses the usability
of the system from different perspectives.
A set of preliminary training and retention sessions are performed. These sessions
are 48 hours apart and consist of one visualized feedback training session and one non-
visualized retention session. The training session consists of three sets of ten repetitions
for two different visualization scenarios. Each visualization is assigned a group of two
linguistically similar loaded sentences, which are randomized of the ten repetitions. The
participant have control over feedback, using tokens, up to a feedback frequency of 50%.
The retention session has no assigned visualizations and participants are shown a black
screen during the regular feedback phase.
The Wave sensors recorded for these experiments are one 6 DoF reference sensor at-
tached to the head, one 5 DoF articulator sensor fixed to 1cm posterior the tongue tip, and
one 5 DoF articulator sensor fixed to 2cm posterior the tongue tip. The participants are
tested for normal hearing, vision, and cognition using a standard Snellen chart vision test,
tonal range hearing test, and the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) (Nasreddine
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et al. 2005).
System usability : To asses usability in a preliminary way, a scheme was developed to
identify critical incidents (Flanagan 1954). In this case, critical incidents are significant
situations in which interaction is abruptly stopped or can not continue because of a
mismatch between user understanding or critical failure of some feature or procedure.
Video coding provides recordings of both the system apparatus and the participant during
the session. Our method was to document critical incidents as they occurred during the
prototyping process, discuss in next relevant scrum, and address through system revisions
by identifying a product and placing it in the appropriate backlog.
Visualization fidelity impact : To asses the impact of visual fidelity on th participant
two self reporting mechanism are used. The Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion Scale
BORG CR-10 to assess localized exertion (Borg 1998). The second tool is the Self-
Assessment Manikin (SAM) to assess affective stimulus (Bradley and Lang 1994). Both
are given after each set of visualizations in the training session.
Conclusions Pilot studies have thus far driven several iterations of the visualizations,
system interaction methods, and general interface and feedback design. While conclu-
sions on motor learning can not be made at this preliminary stage, retention data shows
that training and retention sessions produce different output values (AWS volume), see
Figure 7.5. These early conclusions motivate further examination of the usability of the
system.
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Figure 7.5: Preliminary retention experiment data highlighting differences between train-
ing and retention sessions.
7.4 Conclusion
This chapter has described the various approaches to the functional testing of the system.
Two studies were conducted to ensure the meeting of the numeric requirements set out in
Chapter 3. These test verified the interconnected functionality of the system as well as the
correctness of the output measures in the training system. Furthermore, the current and
future work regarding the usability of the system was discussed. The ongoing usability
experiment was described, and early results show that the system is operating as per the
current requirements.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis set out to describe the development of an experimental augmented kinematic
speech feedback system for Computer Based Speech Therapy. The main objective of the
thesis was to provide insight into this development while answering questions such as:
what are the development requirements of a real-time speech kinematics based CBST
for speech motor rehabilitation?; what systems and subsystems are required to support
a functioning architecture?; what data processes are necessary for providing real-time
feedback?; and finally, what are the tasks involved in validating such a system? To answer
these questions, the thesis included a number of chapters describing: the background
literature motivating the pursuit of this research project and the theory from which some
of the fundamental system requirements are derived; the design process and generation
of the requirements for the system; the system architecture in a top-down approach
delineating the system from its hardware to its software subsystems; the online processes
of the system which afford real-time use of articulator kinematics data; the offline data
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processes which serve as a ground truth for validation of the system outputs; and finally
the approach to validation as a function of acceptable data outputs. This chapter will
review a synthesis of the aforementioned chapters and research questions, a discussion
on the implications of the research project outcomes, and end with a discussion of the
limitations and subsequent future directions and research areas of the project.
8.1 Findings
The primary objective of the thesis was to explore the requirements of developing a CBST
within given parameters. First, a literature review provided the theoretical background
and motivating work for the CBST. From the theory review in motor learning it was
clear that control over feedback parameters, head movement correction, and affording
normalization techniques were important foundational requirements. Further, the Agile
development framework and SCRUM processes revealed several user-centric requirements
leading to a robust final product. The application of this development framework suited
the research project particularly well and lead to a system grounded theoretical back-
ground.
The development process also provided framework on addressing expanding and shift-
ing system requirements. This led to robust subsystems in a flexible architecture. These
designs not only support the current application of the system to research in a specific
treatment population but further research into other treatment populations.
Thorough review of background work in CBSTs as well as the co-located development
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of the system revealed several data processes necessary to achieve desired functioning.
These data processes, related to the research requirements of speech kinematics, provided
insight into how offline global data processes can be recreated using real-time local online
processes.
It was clear, from background literature in the gamification of motor rehabilitation
and the subsequent generation of system requirements through user-centric design, that
the user is core to the system outcomes and development. Current validation of the
system focused on verification of data processes to ensure proper measurements. How-
ever, validation of such a system is multifaceted and must include, or lead to, the user
perspective (usability) as well as the clinical application perspective (efficacy).
8.2 Implications
This thesis presented a strategic description of the research and development of a CBST
for augmented kinematic speech feedback. The thesis describes several contributions to
the field of CBST systems in speech rehabilitation research.
A description of the application of an approach for developing an active clinical re-
search software system that has flexible requirements for an emerging clinical process
was given. This has implications for future approaches to development of CBSTs. This
approach can be further applied to the clinical product CBST this system is the precursor
to.
A robust game system architecture was described. It is capable of: visualizing articu-
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lators and their kinematic parameters; producing experimental motor therapy exercises;
and flexible development of speech parameters, visualizations or game scenarios, and
feedback. This architecture provides evidence towards extensible system designs that
support a wide range of augmented feedback and applications to different treatment pop-
ulations, in contrast to past CBST systems that typically focus on singular modes of
visual feedback or treatment populations.
A method for normalizing articulator motions in an arbitrary game space for absolute
articulator feedback was described. Empirical evidence was provided for a means of
operationalizing the method as a calibration process. Further, the process affords a level
of flexibility in future games design for augmented kinematic feedback. Future games
can take advantage of both the real-time transformations derived from the process and
automatic calibration for arbitrary game spaces, in contrast to past CBSTs that require
head movement constraints or experimenter calibration.
Finally, the design of a ground truth offline data process afforded a means for valida-
tion of the system. Comparing the offline and online data processes outputs gives insight
into the functioning of the online CBST system. Furthermore, this approach provides
insight into how needs driven design may benefit multiple applications. That is, the of-
fline process serves a dual purpose as validation ground truth and as a tool in the future
research of speech kinematics.
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8.3 Limitations and future work
The development of the system described in this thesis has generated many answers for
the overarching research objectives as well as several questions and new directions, while
highlighting limitations in the current approach. This section seeks to describe future
work in reference to these questions and limitations.
8.3.1 User experience
Future works will take a user-centric approach to validation by investigating usability from
the perspective of the user. Section 7.3.1.1 presents the current methodology applied in
the research project for examining user experience. The next goal in this ongoing study
is to complete data collection and analysis of the results gathered through surveys and
self-assessment devices. Future work in this direction involves applying these method
to different treatment populations which may involve new speech disorders and/or age
groups—potentially defining new usability parameters.
Preliminary work in the gamification of motor learning systems identified the potential
affects of feedback fidelity on user experience (Section 2.3). Thus, another step in this
research project includes the investigation of visual feedback fidelity in the application of
a CBST. This is pertinent since this system supports a range of feedback from textual to
minimal graphical shapes to high fidelity rendered scenarios. The system is also flexible
with respect to treatment populations with different speech disorders which may respond
differently to feedback fidelity.
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Potential future work, with respect to usability, may include new modes of feedback
and interaction with the user. An interesting direction is the application of co-play, or
multiplayer, for participants or between clinician and participant. This direction promises
to deliver interesting interactions that may be more engaging, moving therapy from a
directed process to a cooperative one. There are innumerable potential modes of visual-
ization and that span game genres. This space of potential visualizations is only partially
constrained by the user-based input (interaction) to the gamin system. We plan to ex-
plore this space in the application of the system to various speech disorders and user
demographics.
8.3.2 Efficacy
Novel clinical practices are typically judged on their efficacy and more specifically the
retention of the therapeutic outcomes they produce. Thus, an important next step for
the application of this CBST system is to ensure that this approach produces sustainable
positive change in the treatment populations. This system supports this form of investi-
gation and it is a current goal of the speech science portion of the research project. This
is currently afforded by visualized feedback session outcomes with respect to no feedback
retention session. In Section 7.3.1.1, early preliminary retention results were given as val-
idation of usability of the system (delivery of training versus retention sessions), however
they also motivate further long term retention experiments.
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8.3.3 New treatment populations
The treatment population motivating the creation of the system (PD) is only one of many
the system could potentially support. In the case of people post-stroke, the next popu-
lation target, these visualizations would address inaccuracies in articulator movements,
in contrast to reduction of articulator movements in PD. A potential measure for this
is accuracy of articulator placement during consonant stops which translate into palatal
contact points. This would be similar to the targets devised in the current literature cov-
ered in Section 2.2.4.2, but would be automatically defined through calibration processes
supported by the system. This may take the form of automatically defining the area
around repeated alveolar ridge contacts. This can be done by forming a 2SD ellipsoid
about the max height position of trajectories during repeated speech stimulus produc-
tions (accepted as successfully intelligible by the operating clinician). Further study in
this area may lead to articulatory trajectory matching with respect to successful trajecto-
ries, feedback using the absolute articulator motion mapping described in Section 5.3, or
mapping hard palate contact regions to controls mimicking electropalatography (EPG)
devices. All of these approaches are examples of possible directions in treating articulator
movement inaccuracies and would require their own efficacy measuring experiments to
validate—further adding to the body of future work.
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8.4 Conclusion
This thesis presents the successful application of a user-centric design process, founded
in the framework of Agile development and SCRUM processes, to the development of a
CBST. The thesis has delivered the theoretical background and description of practical
work related to the generation of the CBST, as set out by the research question. The
deliverables of this work are a research system (the CBST) actively in use at a world-class
rehabilitation institute (UHN; Toronto Rehabilitation Institute), and a data processing
pipeline currently being distributed to research labs using the Wave Speech Research
System to gather speech kinematics data. Furthermore, the CBST supports future work
in the field and the ongoing research project.
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